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a cross
hatchet conferring
project it really is
what I
aluminum imprint
for form
fitting shirts
happy with my own
gas gauge
in consumption of
desire, thorough
going through
wage parity with
1965 model
in intense new
barbeque and line up
choose your entry point
and run to
deviation lessons
ease, neck drink
new show
technology marginalized
to topless narrative
steam clean
reunion of nozzle
to buttery side
good design takes care
of beauty, function
is action, door
hinge, are you
or can you negotiate
scabs divide
a family, technology
brochure for segmenting
the country into
tourist zones
nocturnal
collect them all
I really
really canvas glove
especially neck
glare from windshield
no option
part one
with distinction
at legal aid
too late for seeds
despite lock out
then strike
mannikin hung
from scaffold, national
analysis, self
steering unit would
obligate rather

that you
I am trying to
dictionary professionally
stubble tariff, passport
waved, we hugged
handles, palm imprint
past the electronic beeper
beauty is
a blender, indigenous part
unit perfect curls
neck, the verb
introduction to
cleave partitions
typing table, part
pants in the same
sense big chunks
hence hints
from the audience
in the terry-towel
circle, how many
hours for two beers
with the compliments
of self serve, direct
mailing, I am
upset, waxing
with a mop, against
production from
heart table heft
of course one
would eye it, lack
of plumb bob
at college, souvenir
reader is a bitter
retort, imagine our
baldness at the outrage
onset, or out-gas
from pressboard chips
for a living, it's the cost
per unit is
unit cost
with a broad
shouldered census
means attributed to
you, luckily
disc not drum
chronological vertebrae
for that aggressive
speed lube
as well as summary
recapitulates
capital, quiet low
sounds interesting body
in the chapel, colour
tortoise, now let's build

a great bank
holistically while
conduct accordingly
up to the end
of the month
of course, I
naive of neck hooked
augment management's
proposal, shoe nudge
at zero gravity
drop as fun ride
hack work is camera
ready, may I
volunteer to intrude
introduce reductions
as incentive, everyone
should, nevertheless
line up men
then women
managers and tellers
for personal reasons
we wish to talk
about wanting those
jobs, despite
free-fall
calcium loss
insulates resonators
in a majority
clerk, quiet
root canal
for the kids
in a creative environment
classification reifies
classification, percentage
kissing, right before my eyes
pastel, do not
power off
chalk acidic quality
the best I've
had, almost
too much rebate
sixty-five cents
as a labour problem
will not bend
despite he being
marketed geographically
I grieve
spine break
and busses of them
no I would never
simulate it
with you, maximum savvy
to fulfill the code
she is, nevertheless simply
volatile oils only
wants to wax nails
with a brother carpenter
melt down prioritize
plastic fly factory
despite Mennonite
Hutterite application
of D.E.W. line
hollering in our
air corridors
thirty-three years
equals one watch
and lost hearing
but we did vote
on it, I recall
those moments
and dioxin hair loss
for a commission, sleep
deprivation
for time and a half
sure, nicotine
for a day
or hobble
with the best
intentions, regrets
ballpeens and
drill pants, then sum
of suburb extension
with green belt
for ease
thematical emote
for moreover
this is my second
incident of rugged
romanticism, broadloom
at the hairline
to represent
requires a clause
that is, prior
hardhats in good
flaying form
boosted and jumped
segues with
a smooth, alliteration
for affection, I know
you, I, me
for a fiscal year
gestate only
on days off
down payment
on a noun
to uniquely
unify the world
despite kick backs

hammer solenoid
exalt wind whistle
through
the cardboard bucket
review booth
so much I
partition
from the neck down
that is, we bought
the noun, desire
accumulates credit
tissue receipt returns
to pulp, specific ph
because they
applied lime
to the eyes
in the annual
report required
hoop anticipate productivity
due to time
of broken knees
knuckles, measures
emotions to be
taken, hands
pressed up
to mouth, signs
of sighs, golden
jubilee picnic
the benevolent
wallet, hospitality
industry, I
collectively agree
tenderness touches
clerks, surrender to help
solo, outcast
labour, the verb
work on politeness
safety in spools
uniquely groove
de-graded to reject
position proves
the imposter, without
we lurch, within
humble, likes it
that way
particularly NASA sponsored
boneless chicken
and folk art
see we really
do love each other, I
only want these individual
moments riveted
produces desire
recorded with VISA

at the three elements
paper, mall
and mini-mall
culture runts indicate
pinnacle of information
retrieval, braille
terminal booth, no longer
justifying for the commodity
brokers, for or against
but do go, prima donnas
asking for a raise
condo, rancid within
the transaction, hands
held, heads
stormed so that I
rectify perfectly
bound by minimum
wage time slash
money measure passed
through coil
of happiness, ethnography
of unemployment for voter
imparity at the level
of sandpaper shop-
steward, hostess
decoy includes typical
trademark protection kit
so you noun
with a reason, footsteps
halt, tennis elbow
from wrench work remains
a registered asset, cries
compo, compo instead
of post-industrial, asbestos
down quilt on the contrary
I do clutch and
neck mutually, forgets
roll back to retrogression
calcium knee knobs
instead of watch from
state of the art
administrative offices
photographed standing
on the box, dies
at a Christmas party, nobody
tells me
to enjoy culture, lack
results so sulk
negotiate a shit
kick, pray
for fireworks, a nation
of clerks, stand in line
for freedom
of distribution, bagged

meat nuggets turn
to book of umbrella
language, people
smile are entitled
to their own opinions
in the condoned off
area just to our
right, gusto, goes
to alzheimer's, yet
another reason
for a slogan, club
snuff, very, very proud
of our son
finding the spelling mistake
option to match
tax for tax
had to have had
stopped, necessary
between them and me
but means I tricky
marketplace fluid
who would reply
except we if it
all wasn't ripped
to shreds, card carriers
literally qualified to do
a job, hence versatility
has gone the way
of chimney sweeps, bid
deep to please licence
plates, ok, big smile
for the personal testimony
get giddy at the idea
your true natural
thoughts, mops, asper-
gum “new” taste
means run a bus
of scabs and salute
free zones
however much wire
wraps idea of “work”
defined as warm wind
or what I do, anecdote
detail, slap happy
inclusion over test
and water resistant
for post dated administrative
emphasis on adult, bulk
and tack roof first
fire, fired, to include
I in the photo
speaking to everyone
for security reasons
big gears, industria

allergic sharing
equal owed, posted
accident for a floater
jacket in the office
willies negate
compensation, don’t
organize accessorize
depart at leisure
in your own
parking lot, handle
and contents
chunky especially with
frying pan wedged
between lobes
whose fault then
fused thoughts parity
with Korea, proud
to melt, Tuesday
and Thursday when an injury
to one is an injury
to one, I
share your experience
reading stub, landing
launches, absorbed
through the skin
the whole body
a blower in ratio
to levy polled
expertise, claps
on the inside
outside humble
kisses the theme
blueprint tomorrow
despite petty concerns
and who hates you
nationally and on-site
born for beer, signifiers
gloat overtime
you and whose knees
compensate
for the acid, bred
apart beaten up
wrenched elbow
retroactive, did we vote
on pastel, echoes my
own ownership, thoughts
to defective power on
tarif me
hence lucratitive
purchasing power
to govern yourself
accordingly via
antipersonnel